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SAYS SVIVALIUS NESCITAING WITH "DER STEM"

PLUS NUMBER NON-GERMAN PUBLICATIONS BRING OUT UNPUBLICED POSITIONS

EICHMANN XEMAIORES. SAYS MAIN NOTIVE IS CONTAIN

ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR DEFENSE COSTS. IN CONTACT WITH SVIVALIUS

MIDDLE-WAY IN ARRANGEMENTS AND HAS LEAPED SVIVALIUS CONSIDERING

BRINGING OUT FACT EICHMANN HAS TURNED COMMUNIST, IN ORDER MAKE

STORY MORE SENSATIONAL AND PROFITABLE. SAYS THERE

INDICATIONS STORY MAY BREAK WEEK 15 MAY. TRYING ARRANGE

VIA SVIVALIUS MIDDLEWAN HAVE EICHMANN CONFESSION BE TURNING

COMMUNIST INCLUDED EVEN THOUGH SVIVALIUS DOES NOT GO THROUGH
TENTATIVE PLAN INCLUDES THE EXPECTED KNOWLEDGE WITHIN FEW DAYS. THINGS WILL TURN OUT...
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